
Chemistry Lecture *G- Accuracy if Precision; Percent Error

When we measure things in chemistry, we want the measurement

to be precise and accurate.

Precise. A series o-P measurements are close in value.

Suppose I have a bathroom scale and I want to weigh mysel-P. I

step on the scale -Pour times. Here are the measurements I

obtain each time I step on the scale-

14-G.I Ibs I4G.2. Ibs 14-G.O Ibs 14-G.I Ibs
__- _ I

0,1. II di
These measurements seem to be relatively close together. The

maximum di-P-Perence between two measurements is O.2. Ibs, which

is not a significantly big di-P-Perence. These data are precise.

Now suppose I step on a di-P-Perent bathroom scale. I take -Pour

measurements. Here are the measurements obtained-

14-G.I Ibs IG4-.8 Ibs 14-7.5" Ibs I78.G Ibs

37. 5- It d
Compared to the previous scale, we have a big di-P-Perence

between measurements. The maximum dtP-Perence between two

measurements is ^Z.̂  Ibs, which is pretty big. Each time we step

on the scale, we get values that are signi-Picantly di£Perent -Prom

previous values. These data are imprecise.



Vs/e don't want impreci9e data. We 9hould get the 9ame value

when we mea9ure 9omething, no matter how many time9 we

mea9ure it. I-P we get di-P-Perent valuer it mean9 that there "19

9omething wrong with our mea9uring device, or 9omething wrong

with our technique.

Accurate-- A mea9urement "19 clo9e to the actual value.

Suppo9e that I am mea9uring my temperature. I mea9ure it -Pour

time9. Here are the value9 I obtain-.

98.G °F 98.5" °F 90.T °F 98.5" °F

The9e value9 9eem to be clo9e together. The greate9t

di-P-Perence between the temperature9 "19 O.Z °F. But 9uppo9e the

thermometer "19 broken, and my actual temperature "19 IO5" °F!

That'9 G.4 °F higher than a normal 98.G °F temperature. So 9ince

the mea9ured temperature "19 not clo9e to the actual temperature,

the data "19 not accurate. Overall, the9e data are preci9e but not

accurate.

W/e want our mea9urement9 to be accurate and preci9e.



Try this question--

You measure the air pressure in an automobile fire -Pour times

with an air pressure aauge. The air pressures obtained are-

psi 3G.O psi 3G.I psi 35".9 psi

The actual air pressure is 3G.O psi (pounds per square inch).

These data are

A. not accurate and not precise.

E». not precise but accurate.

C. not accurate but precise.

P. precise and accurate.

fiy\W€r\
Perc.cni error

Sometimes we want to know how -Par a measurement is -Prom the

accurate, true value. We don't care whether the measurement is

above or below the true value, we're just interested in the amount

o-P error.

Percent error aives the deviation o-P a measurement -Prom what

should be the accepted, true value.

Percent error = accepted value - measured value] X IOO%

accepted value

-3



Try this problem-

Tine true mass o£ a baa o-P potatoes is IO.2- Ibs. A scale in a

grocery store measures the mass as IO.4- Ibs. Find the percent

error.

Accepted value = IO.2- Ibs measured value = IO.4- Ibs

r.rror =

Looks like whoever used that scale to buy the potatoes got

ripped o££. l£ the scale is o££ by l.9G%,the customer paid I.9G

percent too much. l£ hundreds o-P customers use the scale, the

store could end up stealing a lot o£ money!


